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From the president 
As stated in my last report, a succession strategy  
was put in place as for the planned retirement  
of maura Strange as Executive director  
completing her many years of service as a volunteer  
and valued member of the IWAS staff in december 2012.    

An Executive management committee consisting of the president, honorary Treasurer bob 
Paterson, and Vice President Karl Vilhelm Neilson conferences at least monthly via Skype call with 
headquarters staff, executive board members and consultants, as necessary, to furnish executive 
oversight. charmaine hooper, who had been serving as the head of Operations was promoted to 
the position of chief Operating Officer with the responsibility to oversee all operations at our Stoke 
mandeville head Quarters. The president took on the role of chief Executive Officer. Karl Vilhelm 
Neilson was also appointed to serve as Secretary General. maura Strange has agreed to serve as 
honorary Advisor to the President for special projects. This will be the organisation of  
our Federation until the new Executive board is elected and the General Assembly in 2013.

As part of the IWAS mission we continue to promote and ensure that we have a full and active 
calendar of sporting opportunities for our athletes. Our multi-sport competition program continues 
under the able direction of our Games committee chair and Executive board member dina Sotiriadi. 

You will see in a following report that Wheelchair Fencing, under the leadership of Alberto 
martinez Vassallo, Fencing chairman, has yet again had a full and busy year and continues to 
maintain a good relationship with the Federation Internationale d’Escribe (FIE), the International 
Federation for Fencing. Similarly this annual report shows that Electric Wheelchair hockey  
(EWh), IWAS newest full sport section, under the leadership of its chairman, John Teunissen has 
continued to grow and to provide competition opportunities for the severely disabled athletes.  

At the request of several of its member nations following the exhibition match of Amputee Football  
at the IWAS World Games in Sharjah UAE, IWAS began discussions with the World Amputee 
Football Federation (WAFF) leadership to determine if IWAS could assist them to strengthen and 
develop the sport with the possibility of gaining the status of a discipline in the Paralympic Games 
in 2020 or beyond. The situation has been seen as a parallel to the way IWAS helped Wheelchair 
Rugby to grow from an exhibition sport to a competitive and independently governed sport,  
leading finally to Paralympic status. 

during the year IWAS has continued its collaboration with cPISRA with a working group lead by 
Executive committee members Karl Vilhelm Neilson and Pieter badenhorst. Since 2011 athletes with 
cerebral palsy have begun competing at both the IWAS World Games and IWAS Junior Games 
including the plan to include the non-Paralympic cP sport of Race Running in the IWAS 2013 
Games program.  
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The IWAS 2012 Junior World championship in  
Athletics was hosted by the Atleticky Klub Olomouc,  
czech Republic. It was an excellent event for the 12 
nations and the 128 young athletes who took part. We are very  
proud of and thank the Local Organising committee and the IWAS  
Team that assisted in making this a great competition and learning 
experience for these athletes with a future.

In April I visited the headquarters staff in preparation for the Executive committee meeting 
hosted in moscow by the IWAS Russian national member, Federation of Physical culture 
and Sport for Persons with Physical disabilities of Russia April 25 – 28. At this session the 
Eb spent two days focusing on the preparation of a strategic plan for 2012 to 2016. We 
chose Steve Griffiths, head of Technical Services for the International Rugby board, an 
experienced facilitator to lead the IWAS Team through the exercise. While the Strategic 
Plan will be covered in detail late in this report, there are a few items that should be 
emphasized here. First, our mission was established clearly as IWAS, a founder member 
of the Paralympic movement which has the mission to develop sporting opportunities  
for athletes to maximise their potential. Second, our Values were stated as:

Sportsmanship  Unity  Respect  Friendship 

Third, our Strategic Goals are now stated as
•	 Sustain a high quality Games programme and increase participation
•	 develop sustainable financial resources
•	 Expand membership base and provide high quality services
•	 Provide leadership and good governance
•	 Provide development opportunities for sports and those involved in sports
•	 Promote the ethos, values and services of IWAS
•	 Establish partnership relationships

2012 was of course a Paralympic year bringing the games home to the United Kingdom. It was an 
honour to represent IWAS, at the Paralympic Torch Lighting ceremony on the 28th August in Stoke 
mandeville, the site of the origin of the movement and our organisation. The August 29 Opening 
ceremony of the London Paralympics and the Games themselves were spectacular and among the 
best ever.  It was especially gratifying to see the great performances of athletes who had their start 
and growth at the IWAS Junior and World Games.

IWAS continues to be a dynamic Federation focused on the objective of maximising sport 
opportunities for athletes to compete, learn and develop their skills and to assist its member nations 
in improving their programs. I look forward to working with you toward achieving these goals. 
                                                                                                           

Paul DePace IWAS President
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Presentation of Reports 
The International Wheelchair & Amputee Sports Federation (IWAS) is a charitable  
company (limited by Guarantee) and registered in England and Wales with companies  
house (2713410) and the charity commission (1011552).

IWAS is obliged to produce and file Annual Reports for companies house and the  
charity commission as well as its membership. IWAS therefore produces two separate  
reports which together cover all requirements: 

•	 Annual Financial Report on the charity’s Accounts independently examined and  
reported on by Rachel Andrews FcmA, and 

•	 this Annual Operational Report, which covers all the activities of the Federation

It should be noted that there are new reporting practices (as disclosed in SORP 2005)  
and being a smaller charity, the Federation falls below the audit threshold of £500,000  
sterling. The Executive board considers that an independent examination of the  
accounts is sufficient for the Federation’s needs.

IWAS the organisation 2010-2013
The Executive board meet at least once a year face-to-face, with interim progress reports  
supplied by the chair of the Executive management committee (Emc) to the board. The  
Executive board is responsible for the governance of the Federation including strategic direction 
and policy of the charity and is answerable to the General Assembly of Nations in this respect.

Recruitment & Election of Executive Board (EB)

The directors of the company, who are also Trustees for the purposes of charity law under  
the company’s memorandum and Articles of Association (constitution), are known as the  
members of the Executive board. The exception to this rule is that the Secretary General is  
a director/company Secretary, but not a Trustee according to charity Law.

The IWAS General Assembly is held every 2 (two) years in un-even years. The Executive  
board is elected/appointed every 4 (four) years and this is in the year following the  
Paralympic Games. The next elections therefore will be held in 2013. 

The Federations 2 yearly General Assembly was held in Sharjah, UAE in december 2011.  
The Secretary General notified the membership and made a call for motions and mandates  
in accordance with timelines prescribed in the Federation’s constitution (memorandum &  
Articles of Association and Internal Regulations). 

The charity’s focus is to provide international development and sporting opportunity for  
persons with a physical disability. As such, the Executive board members seek to ensure  
that the needs of this group are reflected through the diversity of the Trustees, with all members 
having a background in one or more aspects of sport governance and/or management  
and 5 of these additionally being ex athletes.
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Personal and business skills of Executive board members are taken into account when allocating 
portfolio/job descriptions. An annual assessment of Eb members’ performances is undertaken.

Executive Management Committee (EMC)

An Emc is constituted from members of the Federation’s Executive board (Vice President,  
Secretary General and hon Treasurer), under the leadership of the President, to replace the 
function of an Executive director/chief Executive Officer. 

Trustee Induction & Training

Every opportunity is taken to provide new trustees with information about the charity and the 
context in which it operates. All members are supplied by the IWAS hQ with updates sent by  
the charity commission to keep them up to date with current affairs and their legal and  
financial responsibilities.

Risk Management

The Executive board recognises its obligation to conduct an 
annual review of the major risks to which the charity is exposed. 
As a result, during the period covered by this report, the 
Federation has continued to implement:

•	 A contingency policy for the charity’s reserves to retain in 
reserves the minimum level needed to cover staff redundancies 
should the Federation no longer have the financial means 
to continue operations. currently, therefore the Federation 
maintains £50,000 in reserves for this purpose. This amount  
is reviewed when there are changes to staffing.

•	 A succession strategy designed to minimise any risk to the 
Federation during a 5 year period of interim planning for 
the full-time retirement of the Federations Executive director/
Secretary General (2008 to 2013). currently, the Federation 
is over 4 years into this strategy, with 2 ½ of these already 
allocated to the training of a head of Operations (hoO).  
The former Executive director function no longer exists as  
a paid singular function, but has been replaced by the 
Executive management committee (see above). The  
position of Secretary General still remains with the present 
incumbent, but on a part-time paid basis from may 2010.  
A new organisational chart has been published to reflect this 
change and an Executive board motion will be considered 
at the forthcoming General Assembly to make changes to the 
Federations mAA (constitution) to reflect this new infrastructure.

compliance with health and safety of staff and visitors to the  
hQ offices is managed by the charity’s hoO.

Presentation of reports



Formerly two separate organisations, ISmWSF and ISOd amalgamated in 2004 to create IWAS.
As a multi-sport games organiser and multi-sport governing body (IF), that has been in existence 
since 1952, we continue to follow the vision of our founder, Sir Ludwig Guttmann.

Throughout our history we have been a generous contributor to our member nations and their 
athletes by nurturing leadership and skills in their volunteer technical expert base. We have never 
lost sight in our 60 years of existence of the basic principles of who we are and this is still firmly 
encapsulated in our Values: Sportsmanship, Unity, Respect and Friendship

Amongst our achievements we list

•	 Founders of the Paralympic Games and movement
•	 Founding member of the International Paralympic committee
•	 Originator of the renowned international Stoke mandeville model  

of sport for persons with a disability
•	 creators of the international pathway for athletes across  

all sports from grass- roots to elite

Looking forward

•	 Sustain a high quality Games programme and increase participation
•	 develop sustainable financial resources
•	 Expand our membership base and provide high quality services
•	 Provide leadership and good governance
•	 Provide development opportunities for sports  

and those involved in sports
•	 Promote the ethos, values and services of IWAS
•	 Establish partnership relationships

IWAS is the only organisation that provides a full  
international competition programme at the entry,  
development and qualifying levels in support of the  
International Paralympic committee (IPc) and  
the paralympic movement.

About IWAS
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Our vision…
to inspire worldwide 

achievements in sport

Our mission…
IWAS, a founder member of the  

Paralympic movement, has the mission 

to develop sporting opportunities for 

athletes to maximise their potential 
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IWAS structure
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IWAS executive board  
and serving officers 2012

PRESIDENT 
Paul dePace
IWAS Executive management committee 
United States of America

vICE PRESIDENT 
Karl Vilhelm Nielsen
IWAS Executive management committee 
Denmark

SECRETARY GENERAL 
maura Strange 
IWAS Executive management committee 
Great Britain 

HoNoRARY TREASuRER 
bob Paterson 
IWAS Executive management committee 
Great Britain 

MEMBERS AT LARGE 
Tariq Sultan Almansouri
United Arab Emirates

Pieter badenhorst
development commission
South Africa 

Seyed Amir hosseini
Iran

Oriol martinez Ferrer
Spain

dina Sotiriadi 
Games committee chair
Greece

Rudi Van den Abbeele
France
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IWAS World Games

IWAS World Junior Games 17 to 22 July 2012

In 2012 the IWAS World Junior Games once again returned  
to the city of Olomouc in the czech Republic. Athletics club,  
Olomouc was the organising committee and from their experience  

hosting the event in 2010, awarding the bid IWAS felt confident in yet  
another success. 11 countries took part in the event – bulgaria, czech 
Republic, Finland, Germany, Iran, Ireland, Lithuania, Poland, Russia, 
Switzerland, and UAE. 

In a change to the usual multi-sport format, it was decided that in 2012 as 
a Paralympic year, athletics would be the only sport on the programme and 
the ‘IWAS Junior World Athletics championship’, was attended by over 120 
athletes. 

The annual ‘IWAS Junior Athlete with Potential Award’ was awarded to 
Russia’s Svetlana Krivenok (Shot Put – female F36) and Germanys Leon Shafer (high Jump – male 
F42). This entitles the winners to entry, board and accommodation at the next IWAS World Junior 
Games where the sport that they compete in, is part of the programme.

The IWAS World Games are hosted every two years, in uneven years.  
In anticipation of hosting both the IWAS World and World Junior Games 
in 2013, dina Sotiriadi and maura Strange conducted site visits to  
Alicante, Spain from 28 February to 1 march 2012 and also to 
mayaguez, Puerto Rico from 29 march to 2 April 2012.  

IWAS Athletics Junior World Records 2012
Event class Gender Name First 

Name
birth 
year

country Results Wind date 

Shot Put 36 Female Krivenok Svetlana 1998 RUS 8.14 19-7-12

Shot Put 33 male Khrupin Alexandr 1994 RUS 9.24 18-7-12

100m 35 male Safronov dimitry 1995 RUS 00:13.58 -1.9 17-7-12

200m 35 male Safronov dimitry 1995 RUS 00:27.18 -0.4 21-7-12

Long Jump 37 male Kobesov chermen 1996 RUS 5.10 1 20-7-12

200m 37 male Repin Konstain 1996 RUS 00:24.97 -1.9 21-7-12

400m 38 male Repin Konstain 1996 RUS 00:56.90 19-7-12

high Jump 42 male Schafer Leon 1997 GER 1.48 19-7-12

Shot Put 56 male Kirjonen Aleksi 1993 FIN 12.56 18-7-12



Under the leadership of Pieter badenhorst the  
IWAS development committee is making progress.   
documentation has been submitted to assist IWAS  
to focus as we enter a new phase. 

The meaning of development to IWAS   
(from IWAS Development Plan 2010/2013)

IWAS views development as a major priority and a key aspect of most of its programmes  
and activities. It can be applied in all contexts and dimensions of the organisation  
if the key meaning of the concept is interpreted as ‘growth’.

The development agenda of the organisation is influenced by all members. Opportunities  
for nations and sports are created to influence the development plan at forums like the 
development Summits and General Assemblies.  

The executive board (Eb) is mind-full of the fact that any plan addressing development must 
be grounded in the realities of the current environment and specifically the global financial 
environment which almost all nations and organisations currently experience. It will therefore  
reflect in the objectives set for each specific development component. These objectives need  
to be realistic in terms of the environment and limited resources available to the organisation.

The development plan is a working document and will change as the dynamic sports  
environment change.

The macro-sports landscape is complicated and there are a number of key-stakeholders with 
various jurisdictions in the space of development which IWAS operates in. It is therefore important 
to realise that there will be areas of potential overlap and efforts must be made in these instances 
to reduce duplication and rather obtain synergies with the other role-players.

What will work for one sport can not necessarily be duplicated to another sport. The structures  
also differ from member to member and therefore there should be flexibility in all action plans  
and strategies.

The objectives of this plan will be meaningless if it is not translated into clear action plans  
with allocated resources and actively managed by the office with ultimate accountability  
from the Executive board.

IWAS Development Mission

IWAS actively promotes development of sport for athletes with a physical disability by  
creating a framework that contributes to the overall athlete pathway and career.

Development
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There are various aspects in ensuring a proper framework and structure is in place and each one of 
those aspects will get attention in development planning. All activities that take place in development 
must satisfy the following question – ‘how does it ultimately benefit the athlete?’

Focus areas for the period 2012 – 2016. (Primary objectives to be achieved)

Key Performance 
Area

Objectives Strategy to achieve objectives

membership  
development

•	 Increase current membership  
total with 5 new members 
(achieve target in 2016)

•	 Increase participating nations 
at World Games with 2 new 
nations  
at each World Games. 

•	Strengthen the current members

•	communicate (not only on website) the  
various membership packages available  
and the benefits of various packages.  
Active communication to all current  
members as well as to nations not  
currently members.

•	Focus on lapsed members by engaging 
with them directly to understand reasons  
of not being members anymore and ex-
plore possibilities to assist where possible.

•	 Invite potential new members to join/ 
enter events.

•	Assist current members with proper  
resolutions of their queries

•	Regular communications to members.

Sport development •	 Introduce a new sport at each 
World Games. (1st as demon-
stration sport and subsequent 
Games as full programme sport) 

•	 Increase the number of nations 
participating in IWAS governed 
sports 

•	 Identify possible new sports and analyse 
their status into participating nations etc.

•	Liaise with Games committee and hQ  
to introduce new sport as part of LOc 
responsibility

•	Assist sport with their own development 
plans

•	Assist sport with organisational  
development etc.

•	Specific focus and support for IWAS  
governed sports.

Knowledge develop-
ment

•	Present / organise at least one  
training course at each World 
and Junior World Games (can 
focus on anything i.e. coaching, 
classification, administration, 
officiating) 

•	Get experts within the IWAS family to 
transfer knowledge at these events in the 
form of workshops, training sessions etc.
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Partnerships

The collaboration between cPISRA and IWAS continues and on 6 September 2012 the two 
organisations signed a “Statement of cooperation”

IWAS: Karl Vilhelm Nielsen, maura Strange, Pieter badenhorst
CPISRA: Koos Engelbrecht, Sandy hermiston, craig carscadden 

Full dOcumentAtiOn On the develOpment plAn is AvAilAble On the iWAs Website. 



Sports sciences & 
medical committee
After the resignation of dr Oriol martinez IWAS  
has not been able to appoint a successor in this  
role and it has been decided to continue with  
using dr martinez in an advisory role as he  
remained a member of the IWAS Eb.

cooperation with WAdA continues and reports are presented to WAdA, Emiliano  
Simonelli Senior manager, code compliance twice a year. Stacey Ashwell (Sports and  
Finance manager) has responsibility for WAdA and all matters relating to doping.   

Tests conducted in 2012 

Event Entries In comp Out comp

IWAS Wheelchair Fencing World cup, malchow Germany 150 6

IWAS Wheelchair Fencing World cup, montreal canada  39 4

IWAS Wheelchair Fencing World cup, Lonato Italy 96 6

IWAS EWh European championships, Finland 80 10

IWAS Wheelchair Fencing World cup, Warsaw Poland 143 6

IWAS World Junior Athletics championships 120 2

IWAS Wheelchair Fencing World cup, Eger hungary 64 3

IWAS Wheelchair Fencing World cup, hong Kong china 69 4 2

41 2

Creating a Regular Test Pool (RTP) and out of competition testing

RTPs exist in our member nations and out of competition testing is being done in our membership 
but we do not have any statistics on this yet. It remains an area that we are working on. Funding 
for out of competition testing remains a stumbling block and we have made enquiries to see how 
we can overcome this.  

TuE (Therapeutic use Exemption) and Doping Committees

We continue to use the expertise of our TUE committee and Executive board to advise us on 
related matters. We are now using AdAmS to its full extent. AdAmS which stands for Anti-doping 
Administration and management System was created by WAdA as a web based database to assist 
with the coordination of anti-doping activities. Our last notification was received in August 2012 
before the Paralympics; the individual had an AAF but a TUE via the NAdO was in place and the 
matter was resolved.  
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IWAS maintains the governing body and determine international competition and championship 
programmes from international grass roots to elite Paralympic level in the sports of Wheelchair 
Fencing and Electric Wheelchair hockey

Wheelchair Fencing 
The IWAS Wc Fencing Sport Technical Executive, under the chairmanship of mr Alberto  
martinez Vassallo continues to support fencers from youth through to Paralympic Games levels.

CLASSIFICATIoN
IWAS Wheelchair Fencing (IWF) continues to provide classification 
panels at all international competitions.  due to their efforts in  
this regard, IWF has been one of a hand full of sports that  
did not need any classification to be done at the London 2012 
Paralympic Games. dr Rita Strohm continues in her role as head of 
classification.  dr Luca michelini remains a valued part of the team 
in the capacity as Education lead and conducted a training seminar 
in Lonato, Italy.

REFEREES
The Referees commission began its work within the period under 
review under the leadership of mr Udo Ziegler of Germany, a 

member IWF Sport Technical Executive committee. Also within the period there were Referee 
Seminars in montreal, canada and Eger, hungary to continue the referee training programme. 

GRoWTH & RECoGNITIoN
Wheelchair Fencing is recognised as a sport section of IWAS and as such elects its own 
Executive committee. IWAS provides legal and financial identity for the sport.  Wheelchair 
Fencing maintains an annual calendar of competitions which are used as qualifier and ranking 
competitions to championships and the Paralympic Games.

IWAS sports
The primary role of the IWAS programmes in sport is  
to provide increasing opportunities for all athletes.  
It is an objective of IWAS to recruit and improve  
participation and standards globally. The IWAS sports programme 
includes events/activities/classification at different levels and, in addition 
to IWAS governed sports, includes collaborative and mutually beneficial 
relationships with other International Federations (IFs).
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The relationship with the International Federation of 
Fencing (FIE) has continued to grow on the success of 
the previous years. Following on from the successful joint 
World championships in 2006 joint championships were  
also held in 2010 and 2011 and is planned for 2013.

We expect to be able therefore to continue maintaining very good 
relations with FIE and continue developing the joint programme of competitions  
and especially the training and accreditation of technical personnel and development  
in new countries.

Competitions held during period under review: 2012

January 26 – 29 malchow World cup 
April 26 – 28 montreal World cup 
may 18 – 20 Lonato World cup 
July 6 – 8 Warsaw World cup 
August 29 – September 9 London 2012 Paralympic Games
November 29 – december 3 Eger World cup 
december 12 – 16 hong Kong World cup 

Wheelchair Fencing Development Priorities 2009 – 2013

oPERATIoNAL AND REGIoNAL DEvELoPMENT

Operational Development
All operational time to IWAS Wheelchair Fencing operations is achieved mainly by volunteers, i.e. 
by members of the IWAS Wheelchair Fencing Sport Technical Executive committee and the IWAS 
Secretary General. To this we can add the professional support provided by IWAS hQ. however, 
it is not sufficient for our needs as we continue to grow and compete for space at the Paralympic 
Games. To this end we must address the need to deepen our human resource pool to support an 
expanding infrastructure.  

Whilst we have in place effective classification and Referees commission, it can be seen that this 
work is a continuum and these are the objectives to be achieved for the next 4 years:

Classification Commission
•	 To develop recently accredited international classifiers through wider experience at World cups
•	 Thus leaving the “master classifiers” to deal with education & training clinics, re-classification 

issues and major competitions 
•	 Reviewing the current classification system for wheelchair fencers aligning this with IPc 

International Standards and a new points system
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Referees Commission
•	 Two more members will be added to the Referees commission to undertake the following 

responsibilities:
•	 To expand the international referees training and accreditation programme into the nations 

widely practicing the sport of wheelchair fencing in the first instance
•	 To examine the referee candidates and evaluate their capacity
•	 To appoint referees to all official international competitions, in particular the Regional and World 

championships and the Paralympic Games
•	 To carry out up-date seminars for referees to renew their licence on a regular basis

Competitions Commission
The function of this commission under the leadership of the Alberto martinez Vassallo controls  
and supports development and organisation of competitions, and works closely with the  
IWAS hQ, primarily to:

•	 Organise and, if necessary, appoint appropriate personnel to conduct site visits,  
reporting back to hQ and IWF

•	 Liaise with hQ, check Oc invitations and entry detail
•	 designation of Observers or Technical delegates
•	 Resolve the issues that can be presented for directoire Technique attention
•	 To study and evaluate reports from observers at competitions to improve their  

organisation and development

Technical Commission
This commission will be formed by Technicians (maîtres d’Armes), i.e. well qualified technicians 
with great experience in the sport of wheelchair fencing. Its function will be to:

•	 Initiate the development of a resource package for new nations
•	 deliver educational programmes to technicians within the new National bodies affiliating to 

IWAS for the purposes of wheelchair fencing.
•	 The educational programmes will be focussed at developing the infrastructure in the sport 

nationally and include training, demonstration and all activities that can increase  
participation levels.

Rules Commission
This role is currently undertaken by the Referee commission. competency and responsibility  
of this commission are:

•	 Take charge of revision and up-dating of Rules of competition
•	 Propose to the IWF Ec the appropriate changes to IWAS Wheelchair Fencing Rules  

when FIE changes its regulations
•	 To develop the protocols appropriate to the incorporation of new materials and frames for  

the sport for official use in IWF official competitions, including the Paralympic Games

Doping Commission
Wheelchair Fencing, by virtue of being an IWAS Sport, functions under the IWAS Anti-doping 
code. The competency and responsibility of this commission would therefore be to:

•	 Work with hQ in respect to the anti-doping responsibilities at IWF competitions
•	 monitor that anti-doping controls are arranged and Oc provision is made
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•	 Understand the requirements of the IWAS Anti-doping  
Agreement and ensure its application at official  
Wheelchair Fencing events

•	 Report any discrepancies through hQ to IWAS  
Anti-doping commission

Press and Communications Commission
This is a key area for wheelchair fencing and the lead has been taken  
by IWF SEc member Neil Ross from GbR. Neil sadly passed away in early 2013.  
he built up close collaboration with IWAS hQ staff and distribution of information  
to nations and on the website was achieved. more actions to be attended to are:

•	 develop contact listings for mass media distribution
•	 develop promotional package for introducing sport – video, dvd and text to  

cover pertinent points 
•	 develop a strategic plan to support introduction of wheelchair fencing in regions where 

participation level internationally is scarce or nil.  This will require collaboration and 
coordination with the Technical commission as it will mean clinics, courses, demonstrations  
and even competitions.

The development of a Press and communications commission should work alongside the 
development of a marketing/Income generating commission so that the two commissions 
complement each other.

Marketing Commission
This commission would have the responsibility to: 

•	 Evaluate our potential in terms of marketing 
•	 Sponsorship (e.g. elevation of national to international)
•	 Wc fencing equipment royalties
•	 Funding 
•	 develop packages for sponsors, product endorsement and project funding agencies
•	 create realistic targets 
•	 Generate a stable and regular income level through these exercises

The marketing commission would work closely with IWAS for contract approvals and the  
above commissions to develop programme packages.

REGIoNAL DEvELoPMENT
Regional development would come under the remit of the Technical commission, in close 
collaboration with the Referees and classifications commissions. There is evidence of participation 
in wheelchair fencing at some level in the following number of nations:

 Africa – 1 countries Americas – 4 countries 
 Asia & Oceania – 14 countries  Europe – 16 countries

The Technical commission should target development in countries where able-bodied fencing 
is also practised.  This would give us the opportunity to target a large number of countries as 
presently FIE has 148 active members. The aim is to add 2 countries each year to be incorporated 
into Wheelchair Fencing as a realistic target.

IWAS sports
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Electric Wheelchair Hockey 
EWh has reached full IWAS Sport status in November 2011. The IcEWh continued their work on: 

•	 Adding a 3rd continent into the sport:  contacts with canada and USA are continued. 
•	 Grow the number of playing nations/athletes: Number of players has grown from  

260 players in 2010 to 1600 players in 14 nations over 3 continents. 
•	 Organisation Sport Assemblies (SA), Regional and World championships on a regular basis.
•	 Education of Technical delegates, Jury members, classifiers, Referees: course for classifiers, 

referees and jury members was organised during the European championship (Ec) June 2012.  
•	 classification System: The IcEWh classification committee has been working on a proposal 

and the SA 2012 nations have approved the proposed functional classification system  
of 4 classes.

•	 business Plan 2010-2020 – Aims reached in 2012: 

– IWAS gave IcEWh the full IWAS status.  
– The Ec2012 and SA2012 were realised. 
– Education of Referees, Jury members and classifiers took place 
– Invitation for bids Wc2014 was sent. Germany sent intent bid. 
–  contacts with American region continued.  
– EWh demonstrations at regular Floorball events took place. 
–  The cooperation for Organisational Integration with IFF and/or FIh/EhF was improved. 
–  Preparations for application to IPc recognition started. 
–  No EWh event at IWAS Games were realised, because Organisers were not  
 chosen to include EWh, although IWAS and IcEWh put efforts in promoting the   
 inclusion of the sport. 
– No nation initiated a development Event. 
– Financial position of IcEWh was not improved, only IWAS budget was used. 
– The number of volunteer members in the IcEWh Subcommittees increased.   

Competitions & Events  
•	 Official competitions & Events under the auspices of IWAS/IcEWh  
 –  Finland, Nastola June 2012 3rd IcEWh European championship 
 –  Finland, Nastola June 2012 10th IcEWh Sport Assembly 
 –  Finland, Nastola June 2012 IcEWh classifiers, Jury & Referee course 

•	 competitions & Events supported by IWAS/IcEWh  
 –  czech Republic,  Prague Aug 2012 EWh demo (at IFF czech Open) 
 –  Switzerland,  Zurich december 2012 EWh demo(at IFF men’s World champ) 
 
•	 International Tournaments for club Teams or National Teams,  by EWh nations  
 –  denmark,  musholm may 2012 EWh 4-Nations Tournament (Nat Team) 
 –  czech Republic, Prague August 2012 EWh International tournament (clubs) 
 –  canada August 2012 EWh North American cup  
 –  Germany, munich August 2012 EWh 20th munich cup (clubs) 
 –  Switzerland, Zurich October  2012 EWh 7th Iron cats Tournament (clubs) 

IWAS sports
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Network and contacts 
•	 International Paralympic committee (IPc) 
 – SIcEWh chairman visited the Paralympic Games  
  of London 2012. 
 –  SIcEWh classification committee met with IPc  
  medical & Scientific director 

•	 canada & USA 
 –  IcEWh has given support to cEWhA and USEWhA and  
  established contacts with the canadian and USA member organisations of IWAS.  
 –  The canadian member organisation of the IWAS has showed its willingness to  
  forward the information they get from IWAS to the canadian EWh Association.  
  Also that they are willing to endorse participation of the canadian team in  
  international competitions. 
    
International Floorball Federation (IFF) 
•	 4 EWh nations work together or have contact with their national Floorball organisation. 
•	 4th meeting with IcEWh during IFF men’s World championship in Zurich, Switzerland.   

Intent for further cooperation/integration will be set up. 
•	 demonstration of EWh at IFF events for thousands of spectators (see above, 2 demos during 

2012).    
•	 In 2011 the IFF has received the recognition of the International Olympic committee (IOc). 
•	 An IFF representative has visited the European championship 2012 in Finland.  
•	 International Field hockey Federation (FIh) 
•	 2 EWh nations work together or have contact with their national Field hockey organisation.
•	 In 2011 FIh has indicated that they are open for cooperation. 
•	 In January 2012 IcEWh has sent its ideas for cooperation (sharing knowledge, events, 

network, promotion, etc.). FIh has indicated that EhF (European Field hockey Federation)  
will cooperate and support IcEWh.  

•	 1st meeting with EhF in may 2012. 
•	 An EhF representative has visited the European championship 2012 in Finland. 
•	 cooperation takes place for 1st EWh demonstration in Lille, France at EhF Event.  

Promotional activities 
•	 The IcEWh Website is up to date. 
•	 Promote and sell the Electric Wheelchair hockey trainers’ handbook “Principles of Electric 

Wheelchair hockey”.  

Questionnaire Statistics
To gather new data on international development of EWh to monitor the trends of growth:   
The data from nations was last collected in december 2011. This showed growth of 200  
players in the last 2 years to 1600 players in total. The data were presented at the IcEWh  
Sport Assembly 2012. In autumn 2013 the next questionnaire will be sent to the nations.   

Development Classification System
EWh classifiers have refined the criteria of player’s eligibility and have developed a proposal  
for a functional classification system. These have been tried out during the Ec2012 and the  
nations of SA2012 have agreed about the proposed 4-class system. 
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Development Speed Control System
Students from the University of Antwerp, belgium have started to develop a Speed control System, 
with which the speed of the wheelchairs can be measured during the match to be able to control 
the Game Rule that wheelchairs shall have a maximum speed of 15 km/h during the game. This 
system is not ready yet. The SA2012 has agreed that the Speedometer can be used during IcEWh 
competitions, but disadvantage of this system is that it can’t measure the speed during a match. 
   
FINANCIAL PoSITIoN
•	 IcEWh received a base grant from IWAS of about € 1.600, and a development grant  

of about € 5.340. 
•	 In 2012 finances were mainly used for: the IcEWh Website, visit Paralympic Games,  

visit IFF men’s World championship. 
•	 IcEWh generates income from the sale of the trainers’ handbook “Principles of EWh”,  

Protests and Sanction Fees. 
•	 In general Organising committees cover the costs of IcEWh Events & competitions. 
  
ICEWH SEC MEETINGS vIA SKYPE
18 January, 7 march, 21 march, 18 April, 19 September, 14 October, 5 december. 

ICEWH CoMMITTEES  
IcEWh Executive committee: The IcEWh Executive committee has functioned well with 4 
members, but the workload is huge. The need for a 5th member to share the workload is evident.  
IcEWh Subcommittees: The number of volunteers in the IcEWh Subcommittees has grown. A 
Technical commission and marketing & communication committee are now active as well. Still 
more active volunteers are needed to realise the business Plan.  

Sports activities
Athletics
 
2012 was an exceptionally busy year for Athletics and it has become apparent that the  
number of competitions on the international calendar is increasing at a massive rate. 

The IWAS Junior Athletics World championships was the only competition in 2012. It was the only 
sport featured in the IWAS World Junior Games, Olomouc, czech Republic 17 to 22 July 2012.

IWAS Series
It was decided not to have the IWAS Series in 2012 as the calendar was oversubscribed.  

Rankings, Records and Databases
Jan bockweg, IWAS Athletics manager continued to keep the data current and up to date. The IWAS 
system is used extensively by all nations as it holds a very long history on the performance of athletes. 

It remains a challenge to collect the results from competitions. 
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Amputee Football
IWAS continue with their efforts to assist the sport and 
formal contact with WAFF continues. With the goal of helping the sport 
develop as an IWAS Sports section towards future inclusion in the 
Paralympic Games as a discipline of football. 

Financial information
In 2012 IWAS received a total income of £146,149 (2011: £214, 218)  
and had expenses of £185,365 (2011: £199,198) had a net operating profit/(loss)  
of (£39,216) (2011: surplus £ 15, 020). As there is no IWAS World Games in  
Paralympic Games years it has a negative effect on the financials of IWAS.  

IWAS also administer the accounts for IWAS sport and their account balances as  
of 31 december 2012 was:

Sports Holding Accounts 
Wheelchair Fencing £16,685
Electric Wheelchair hockey £2,305
Athletics £5,968

Incoming resources £
Membership fees 83,292 
Capitation – Games 7,600 
Capitation – Sports 26,864 
IPC Grants (PPS) 7,118 
General Games Income 1,000 
General Sports Income 14,181 
Grants/donations 1,818 
Interest on investments 910 
Refunds to IWAS 3,367 

146,149 

Resources expended
Membership services 52,705
Sport Services 83,460
IPC Services 25,338
Executive service 12,172
Finance Service 11,691

185,365 

Financial information
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Member countries
czech Republic 
denmARk 
FinlAnd 
FRAnce 
geRmAny 
gReAt bRitAin 
gReece 
hOng kOng 
hungARy 
indiA 
iRAn 
iRAq 
iRelAnd 
itAly 
jApAn 
jORdAn 

kAzAkhstAn
kenyA 
kOReA
kuWAit
lebAnOn
lithuAniA
luxembOuRg
mAlAysiA
netheRlAnds
neW zeAlAnd
nigeRiA
nORWAy
pOlAnd
pORtugAl
pueRtO RicO
qAtAR

RussiA
RWAndA
sAudi ARAbiA
seRbiA
singApORe
slOvAkiA
slOveniA
sOuth AFRicA
spAin
sWeden
sWitzeRlAnd
thAilAnd
tuRkey
uAe
ukRAine
usA
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